Traumatic brain injury (TBI)
============================

The recent excursions in Iraq and Afghanistan in which US soldiers have increasingly been exposed to improvised exploding devices (IEDs), along with improvements in personal protective equipment (ie, body armor) and medical technology, have led to an increase in the number of soldiers surviving TBI. TBI is typified by psychological and neurological symptoms arising due to physical damage to the brain as a consequence of an insult, which in the case of returning veterans is frequently blast-related. A transient loss of consciousness is also a hallmark of TBI, although there is a debate as to whether this is a necessary component of its definition, which can lead to it being described as a postconcussion syndrome (PCS) in a quarter of TBI patients.[@b1-ndt-12-2689] TBI can be classified as mild, moderate, or severe depending on the extent of the damage to the brain. This can be difficult to determine directly, except for at post mortem; however, brain imaging by computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and positron emission tomography scans can help reveal damage, particularly in the more severe cases. Neurological severity scales such as the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) are therefore frequently used to classify the degree of injury along with a detailed neurological examination. In general, mild TBI (mTBI) is diagnosed with only short-term (\<30 min) loss of consciousness, confusion, or disorientation and the presence of frequently subtle cognitive problems that include headaches, memory and attention deficits, problematic cognition, mood swings, and frustration and may develop over time. The GCS score will be ≥13. Brain imaging will frequently not reveal any problems or very minor damage in mTBI patients. A diagnosis of moderate TBI is made in patients with between 30 min and 6 hours of unconsciousness and a GCS score \<13, while severe TBI refers to a longer period of unconsciousness and likely \>24 hours of memory loss and has a 40% mortality rate and more extensive damage. Additional characteristics span the gamut of impaired higher-level cognitive function through to a comatose state depending on the degree and location of injury. While those suffering from a moderate to severe TBI are relatively easily diagnosed, showing major impairment in, for example, motor responsiveness, verbal performance, and eye reflex (as characterized by the GCS), the diagnosis of mTBI is more difficult, with patients appearing relatively normal on this scale. Detailed neurological examination would be required, and this does not always reveal any injury. This is further compounded by an influx of returning veterans exhibiting symptoms that are suggestive of a mTBI, even though they were not previously diagnosed.[@b2-ndt-12-2689] The pathophysiology of TBI is biphasic with the initial presence of contusions, hematomas, and diffuse cell injury followed by secondary occurrences such as edema, hypoxia, inflammation, and finally cell loss (reviewed by Tanev et al).[@b3-ndt-12-2689] Impairment of the prefrontal, parietal, temporal, and regional neural networks and white matter tract damage frequently results in high-level cognitive dysfunction. Progressive atrophy of gray and white matter in many areas of the brain can be observed in moderate and severe TBI. Hippocampal dysfunction is also common.

In addition to the severity of the injury, the time after the injury (ie, acute vs chronic) will also dictate the observed symptoms to some extent. Favorable recovery has been observed in 80%--90% of mTBI cases within the first 3 months of injury, and the remaining cases are termed as the "miserable minority."[@b4-ndt-12-2689] The reasons for these patients not recovering are unclear, but any acute study of mTBI should consider this, and ideally chronic studies of mTBI should commence only when the "miserable minority" remain so as to not have "normal improvements" confounding results.

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
=====================================

PTSD is defined as an anxiety disorder triggered by exposure to a stressful event and the memories thereof.[@b5-ndt-12-2689] An exaggerated startle response to both "normal" and trauma-related stimuli is frequently observed along with problems in concentrating, anxiety, perturbed fear conditioning, disrupted sleep, lack of extinction of traumatic memories, and hyperarousal. Epidemiological evidence suggests that over half the general population are exposed to a serious traumatic event during their lifetime, but only a proportion of these people (\~7%) are expected to develop PTSD. Many people may suffer from an acute form of PTSD that lasts \<3 months, but the number that is expected to progress to the chronic form with symptoms that can wax and wane is relatively small. The reasons for the small proportion that progress from traumatic event exposure to PTSD are unknown, but may be related to trauma severity and predispositions such as a family or prior individual history of psychiatric disorders.[@b6-ndt-12-2689]--[@b8-ndt-12-2689] In addition, there is also a delayed onset form of PTSD which takes several months after the initial trauma to appear. Neurobiological characteristics of PTSD show multiple regions of the brain being affected. These include hippocampal atrophy and altered activity of the insular cortex as well as hypoactivity of the hypothalamic--pituitary--adrenal axis (reviewed in Whitaker et al).[@b9-ndt-12-2689] Alterations in the activity of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, which projects to the central amygdala and the hypothalamic--pituitary--adrenal axis, have also been identified in PTSD.[@b3-ndt-12-2689],[@b9-ndt-12-2689],[@b10-ndt-12-2689] Hippocampal dysfunction has been detected in association with the inability to distinguish between safe and unsafe situations.[@b3-ndt-12-2689],[@b9-ndt-12-2689],[@b10-ndt-12-2689] The medial prefrontal cortex has been shown to be involved in a number of processes including the interpretation of stimuli. Neuroimaging studies suggest that this region may be dysfunctional in PTSD which may implicate this region in several of the processes altered in PTSD such as fear conditioning and cognitive and emotional interactions.[@b11-ndt-12-2689],[@b12-ndt-12-2689]

Are TBI and PTSD related?
=========================

Although both mTBI and PTSD can be seen in the same soldier (as well as in different soldiers), there is a considerable debate over whether in people with both mTBI and PTSD, the PTSD is a consequence of the mTBI, or just an unconnected disorder (reviewed in Elder et al,[@b1-ndt-12-2689] Hoffman and Harrison,[@b13-ndt-12-2689] and McAllister[@b14-ndt-12-2689]). One theory postulates that since TBI is frequently associated with traumatic amnesia, this prevents the patient from remembering the traumatic event(s), which could result in PTSD, thus suggesting that they are not related.[@b15-ndt-12-2689]--[@b17-ndt-12-2689] However, many studies have shown that between 10% and 20% of returning soldiers exhibit mTBI symptoms (reviewed in Elder et al[@b1-ndt-12-2689] and Tanielian and Jaycox[@b2-ndt-12-2689]) and also exhibit psychological dysfunction including depression or PTSD. Studies suggest that PTSD does occur after TBI even if there is little or no recollection of the period in which the injury was sustained,[@b18-ndt-12-2689] as well as the existence of patients in which TBI appears to be influencing PTSD and vice versa have previously been identified (reviewed by Tanev et al).[@b3-ndt-12-2689] In addition, Elder et al have demonstrated PTSD-like symptoms in an animal model of TBI in which the animals underwent anesthesia during the time of injury, so that they would not "remember" the injury.[@b19-ndt-12-2689] Reger et al also showed that in a rat model following mTBI, fear-conditioning procedures led to an enhanced fear response compared with noninjured animals providing additional evidence of PTSD-like symptoms (ie, exaggerated startle/fear response) after TBI.[@b20-ndt-12-2689] There is still some debate, since some studies of patients with both TBI and PTSD show greater re-experiencing, whereas other studies show fewer intrusive memories (reviewed by Tanev et al).[@b3-ndt-12-2689] In addition, both civilians and military personnel with a TBI seem to show an increased likelihood of PTSD symptoms in several studies, whereas another study in military service members showed a decreased presence of PTSD symptoms (reviewed by Tanev et al).[@b3-ndt-12-2689] There is also some discussion over whether the psychological symptoms associated with TBI should be classified as PTSD rather than a TBI symptom.[@b1-ndt-12-2689] Some of the symptoms of mTBI such as fatigue, irritability, sleep disturbance, and concentration problems are also observed in PTSD. Depression, alcoholism, and emotional alterations also frequently occur in both mTBI and PTSD patients, demonstrating that there is an overlap between the two disorders. Hippocampal damage is observed in both chronic TBI and PTSD, which means that TBI may predispose an individual to PTSD. It is important to determine whether TBI and PTSD are related because a treatment for PTSD with some degree of success is selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, which could have adverse effects if given to TBI patients.

Evidence of inflammation has been observed in clinical cases of both TBI and PTSD (reviewed by Hinson et al and Passos et al, respectively).[@b21-ndt-12-2689],[@b22-ndt-12-2689] However, it is not clear whether this inflammation is a specific modality for the disorders, since Tursich et al suggest that any trauma exposure can result in inflammation.[@b23-ndt-12-2689] Additionally, Eraly et al imply that inflammation (determined by plasma C-reactive protein levels) may increase the likelihood of a person developing PTSD.[@b24-ndt-12-2689]

In a previous study, moderate TBI was induced by controlled cortical impact (CCI) and PTSD induced by predator exposure and social instability in rats, thus treating them as two separate entities in the same animals.[@b25-ndt-12-2689] The results suggested that PTSD did not influence the degree of inflammation and suppressed cell proliferation that was observed in the TBI rats. However, no behavioral analysis was performed; hence, it is possible that the TBI only animals may also have exhibited PTSD symptoms and therefore the contribution of PTSD is still unclear. We therefore intend to induce mild to moderate TBI in rats and then assay the animals for PTSD (and TBI) characteristics over time. These characteristics can be monitored behaviorally in animals using the increased startle response, extinction of classical fear conditioning, reduced social interaction and activity, and impairment of hippocampal-dependent tasks.[@b26-ndt-12-2689]--[@b30-ndt-12-2689]

One possible therapy that has been proposed for TBI (and PTSD) is hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) normally defined as exposure to 100% oxygen at ≥1.5 absolute atmosphere (ATA), although the evidence for this is mixed (see "HBOT clinical trials" section). Therefore this review explores this in an animal model of TBI.

HBOT
====

Under normal conditions, the partial pressure of oxygen is \~95 mmHg with the majority of oxygen being carried by the hemoglobin (97% capacity) and only a small amount being dissolved in the blood itself. Under hypoxic conditions (essentially lack of oxygen, which is frequently associated with brain injuries), the partial pressure of oxygen is greatly reduced resulting in impairment of cell function due to reduced energy production. Potential therapies could seek to restore the presence of oxygen and thus restore the energy balance. However, increasing the concentration of oxygen inhaled from 20% to 100% (normobaric oxygen therapy; NBOT) has only a relatively small effect on the partial pressure of oxygen since the only way to increase oxygen capacity is by promoting the amount of oxygen dissolved in the blood. On the other hand, exposure to higher than normal atmospheric pressure (normal =1 ATA), also known as HBOT, can substantially increase the amount of oxygen dissolved in the blood and thus could be a potential therapy for disorders where hypoxia is involved (eg, 1,053 mmHg at 1.5 ATA and \>2,000 mmHg at 2.5 ATA).[@b31-ndt-12-2689],[@b32-ndt-12-2689] Increasing pressure, but not oxygen, for example, 1.3 ATA normal air inspiration, increases the partial pressure of oxygen to 148 mmHg.[@b33-ndt-12-2689] HBOT has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration for enhancing wound and burn healing, carbon monoxide poisoning, gangrene, and radiation injuries and is being tested for other disorders with varied results, which can be open to interpretation.

HBOT clinical trials
====================

Reviews of the literature do not convincingly show that HBOT is effective in the treatment of brain disorders such as TBI,[@b34-ndt-12-2689] stroke,[@b35-ndt-12-2689] multiple sclerosis,[@b36-ndt-12-2689] or cerebral palsy,[@b33-ndt-12-2689],[@b37-ndt-12-2689] although in each case, further more detailed studies are necessary to elucidate whether there is any clinically relevant potential benefit. The results of clinical trials of HBOT and TBI/PTSD are discussed later in the text, and [Table 1](#t1-ndt-12-2689){ref-type="table"} highlights the current status of clinical trials using HBOT for brain injury and psychological disorders listed at [www.ClinicalTrials.gov](http://www.ClinicalTrials.gov) (search terms: hyperbaric oxygen therapy filtered by brain injury or psychological disorders ran on June 13, 2016). Note that not all of the referenced studies below have a clear corresponding entry at [www.ClinicalTrials.gov](http://www.ClinicalTrials.gov).

Several clinical trials have been performed using HBOT to treat TBI and PTSD with varied results that are open to interpretation. Acute severe TBI treatment with HBOT (compared with no treatment) in a randomized open label trial (NCT00170352) demonstrated reduced mortality as well as potential therapeutic effects.[@b38-ndt-12-2689] A second randomized open label clinical trial exploring different ATAs and NBOT is underway (NCT02407028). However, the absence of a placebo group undermines the importance of these two studies, which are the only two acute TBI studies listed at [www.ClinicalTrials.gov](http://www.ClinicalTrials.gov). Several other published studies suggest that mortality from an acute TBI is improved following HBOT treatment, although methodological shortcomings (such as nonrandomized, no placebo, and no blinding) and the limited number of patients dampen enthusiasm to some extent (reviewed by Bennett et al).[@b34-ndt-12-2689] In a case study involving a 27-year-old male who suffered a traumatic car/bicycle accident and was experiencing signs of emotional distress that could develop into PTSD, 7 treatments of HBOT (2.4 ATA for 90 min) commencing 7 days after injury seemed to resolve his emotional distress, suggesting that HBOT may be able to alleviate the development of PTSD.[@b39-ndt-12-2689] However, this is in only one patient, and the placebo effect cannot be discounted, but combined with the other studies; it is an encouraging evidence for a potential benefit. The ability of HBOT to modify acute injury and reduce mortality is therefore worth exploring further in well-designed studies, ideally in a randomized controlled trial that is currently lacking. The benefit of HBOT against acute mild or moderate TBI also requires investigation.

The remaining studies considered chronic TBI (≥3 months since injury). Harch et al exposed 14--16 male military service personnel suffering from mild to moderate TBI/PCS and PTSD for over a year to 40 sessions of 1.5 ATA in 100% oxygen for 60 min, and they determined that the procedure was safe and observed significant improvements in symptoms, cognitive testing, and quality of life measures (NCT00760734).[@b40-ndt-12-2689] However, this was a nonrandom open-label trial without a placebo group; hence, its relevance is unclear when other more rigorous studies with additional groups and randomization are considered. While before and after treatment statistical comparison showed no significant differences in another nonrandom open-label clinical trial for HBOT in chronic mTBI, stroke, and anoxia patients (predominantly male; NCT00830453), the patients themselves reported improvements, and the treatment appeared to be safe and feasible.[@b41-ndt-12-2689] However, since this was solely a treatment group, the positive effect of receiving a treatment cannot be excluded. In a randomized, investigator (but not patient)-blinded crossover trial (ie, control group gets treatment afterwards) for chronic mTBI (NCT00715052), cognitive improvements were observed in both the groups (after crossover), again suggesting that there may be beneficial effects of HBOT, although again the "treatment" effect cannot be excluded.[@b42-ndt-12-2689] By contrast, Wolf et al performed a more rigorous randomized controlled clinical trial on 50 military service personnel (48 male), who suffered from an mTBI 3--71 months ago, by exposing them to either 1.3 ATA (room air) or 2.4 ATA (100% oxygen) for 30 sessions.[@b43-ndt-12-2689] This may correspond to [www.ClinicalTrials.gov](http://www.ClinicalTrials.gov) record NCT00810615, although there are discrepancies (such as the clinical trial describes mild to moderate TBI while the paper only includes mTBI) and the official record at [www.ClinicalTrials.gov](http://www.ClinicalTrials.gov) currently reports no results. The exposure to 1.3 ATA was considered a sham treatment, and no significant differences were observed between the sham and experimental 2.4 ATA treatment. However, it is worth pointing out that both the treatment groups showed improvement in this study, and Harch suggested that this validated the use of HBOT since 1.3 ATA is not a true sham treatment and that "both treatments" showed relatively equal improvement.[@b44-ndt-12-2689] Although this is true to some extent, 1.3 ATA is also not true HBOT since the oxygen concentration was not 100% but that of normal air, and therefore, it is hyperbaric therapy (HBT) rather than HBOT. It is believed that the atmospheric pressure needs to be increased (to 1.3 ATA) for the placebo group so that the patients cannot determine whether they are receiving an active treatment. Breathing normal air at 1.3 ATA is said to be the equivalent of 27%--28% oxygen at 1 ATA and is thus only an exposure to a small increase in oxygen concentration over the normal condition; hence, it is unclear whether it would be expected to also be beneficial.[@b45-ndt-12-2689] Several animal studies do suggest that air under pressure (HBT) also has a biological influence on brain,[@b46-ndt-12-2689] endothelial cells,[@b47-ndt-12-2689] bone,[@b48-ndt-12-2689],[@b49-ndt-12-2689] and fibroblasts.[@b50-ndt-12-2689] Wolf et al proposed a number of possible explanations for the benefits observed in both the "sham" and treatment groups, apart from HBT, including normal recovery that has been observed over time (although all patients were treated at least 3 months after injury), the change in routine and location for the patients, or the Hawthorne effect.[@b43-ndt-12-2689] In addition, in an optimal clinical trial (randomized, double-blind, and controlled) for autism (NCT00335790), the HBT treatment of 1.3 ATA (24% O~2~) was used as a treatment group compared with 1.03 ATA (21% O~2~) and was found to induce significant improvement.[@b51-ndt-12-2689] In an earlier nonrandom open-label trial of autism (NCT00324909), the effects of the HBT treatment (1.3 ATA, 24% O~2~) were comparable with an HBOT treatment (1.5 ATA).[@b52-ndt-12-2689] These studies therefore support the proposal that 1.3 ATA air cannot be considered a true sham group and may also be beneficial. A randomized, double-blind study including 61 male marines suffering from mTBI-induced PCS for 3--36 months, who were exposed to 40×60 min 2 ATA with normal air ("control"), the 1.5 ATA oxygen equivalent (75% oxygen), or 100% oxygen was performed by Cifu et al, and they observed no significant improvements with HBOT compared to the "control."[@b53-ndt-12-2689] It is worth pointing out that again even the control group is undergoing HBT, and all the patients showed improvements in working, delayed verbal and visual memory, and executive function. In a similar study of a different cohort of 60 male marines suffering from mTBI/PCS for 3--36 months, again no significant changes between the three groups were seen.[@b54-ndt-12-2689] However, a significant improvement was observed in two of the measures of, as well as the, total Post-traumatic Disorder Checklist-Military Version (PCL-M) score in the 2.0 ATA group, suggesting possible improvement in some PTSD symptoms. It is unclear whether the Cifu et al studies mentioned earlier correspond to [www.ClinicalTrials.gov](http://www.ClinicalTrials.gov) record NCT01220713 since there are discrepancies (since the studies were performed in Florida and not Virginia), and the official record does not reveal any reported results.[@b53-ndt-12-2689],[@b54-ndt-12-2689] Another report by Wolf et al of 50 patients exposed to 30 sessions of either 1.3 ATA air or 2.4 ATA oxygen again revealed no significant differences between the groups, but both the groups showed improvements, and some subgroups defined by concussion history and some individual test components such as visual memory and reaction time showed significant differences,[@b55-ndt-12-2689] suggesting that there may be some benefits of HBOT compared with no treatment. A randomized double-blind controlled study of HBOT (40×1.5 ATA \[100% O~2~\]) versus HBT (40×1.5 ATA \[14% O~2~\]) for cerebral palsy (NCT00290186) was stopped since no benefits were observed.[@b56-ndt-12-2689] However, again there is no true control group. In another male-biased military mTBI/PCS/PTSD study using an HBOT treatment group, an HBT control group, and a no new intervention group (NCT01306968), no significant differences were observed between the HBOT and HBT groups, but both showed significant improvement compared with the no new treatment group.[@b57-ndt-12-2689] Note that in this study, the PTSD group was not a comorbidity with TBI and did not receive HBOT and therefore acted as a second no-treatment group. The nonrandomized open-label study (NCT00760734) saw improvements in PTSD symptoms, while one further trial has been stopped for financial reasons (NCT01105962). Therefore, only a few studies have explored PTSD symptoms in mTBI; hence, the effect of HBOT is unclear.

NBOT may also be beneficial for psychiatric disorders, such as PTSD, since Bloch et al showed positive effects on memory and attention in schizophrenic patients.[@b58-ndt-12-2689] There is also some limited evidence from nonrandom open-label trials for an effect in treating autism (NCT00584480, NCT00670891),[@b59-ndt-12-2689]--[@b62-ndt-12-2689] though at least one random open-label study shows no consistent benefit in a small population (NCT00406159).[@b63-ndt-12-2689] The validity of HBOT to treat TBI/PTSD is therefore still unclear, and tweaking of the treatment regime may be required to maximize any effect. Therefore, it has been proposed to perform preclinical studies in rats to determine whether 1) PTSD in rats undergoing TBI can be detected and 2) whether HBOT improves TBI and/or PTSD symptoms in these animals.

[Table 1](#t1-ndt-12-2689){ref-type="table"} shows that there are a number of ongoing clinical trials for which the results will be of interest in determining the effectiveness of HBOT against mild to severe TBI and PTSD. Of particular interest will be NCT01986205 which includes HBOT, HBT, and normal air treatment and so has suitable controls -- although the patients may know that they are in the normal air group making it difficult to rule out any kind of treatment-specific versus any treatment effect. Several of the other studies are a single treatment group (NCT01847755) and so will not be as useful as other more rigorous studies that have HBT and/or normal air and pressure as a control group (NCT01611194). The crossover design of NCT02089594 may also be revealing with regard to any benefit of HBOT against mTBI. There is also a lack of chronic severe TBI studies, which should also be explored.

Does HBOT improve TBI and PTSD symptoms?
========================================

The aforementioned mixed clinical data make it difficult to determine how effective HBOT is, since several of the most scientifically valid randomized controlled trials suggest no benefit of HBOT compared to an HBT "control" for chronic mTBI and PTSD, while there is some indication of improvement compared with no treatment. Acute TBI treatment may also show some benefit, although more rigorous randomized controlled trials are required to determine its effectiveness. Currently, there are no data for HBOT in the treatment of chronic severe TBI as the studies that included chronic severe TBI are still recruiting. Although some studies suggest that mortality from acute severe TBI can be reduced by HBOT, it is unclear whether the improved mortality would actually translate to a better life for the patients or just increase the number that were comatosed.[@b34-ndt-12-2689] Further research is therefore required to elucidate whether any changes in mortality are actually therapeutically relevant.

There are more studies considering HBOT in chronic mild and moderate TBI, although their clinical validity is marred in some instances because of the lack of random group assignment, lack of an appropriate control, and the lack of blindness for the participants and researchers. There are several ongoing randomized controlled trials that may provide more insight to help to resolve this (eg, NCT01611194 \[HBT vs HBOT\], NCT01986205 \[sham vs HBT vs HBOT\]). A retrospective study of 20 HBO-treated and 20 no HBOT subacute/chronic TBI patients (1--6 months after injury) demonstrated a greater improvement in the HBO-treated patients, particularly those who were the most impaired.[@b64-ndt-12-2689] Two football players injured during play and diagnosed with TBI (or repetitive TBIs known as chronic traumatic encephalopathy) showed improved symptoms following HBOT.[@b65-ndt-12-2689] However, since there were only two cases that also exhibited differences in age (15 and early 50s) and injury durations (3 months and 30 odd years), this evidence was really anecdotal at best.

Regarding PTSD, there are very few trials that directly consider concomitant PTSD and mTBI. A nonrandomized open-label trial suggests benefit (NCT00760734),[@b40-ndt-12-2689] while the Cifu et al studies demonstrated improved Post-traumatic Disorder Checklist-Military Version measures (and overall) in the 2 ATA HBOT group.[@b54-ndt-12-2689] This therefore suggests that more studies are needed to determine whether PTSD is improved by HBOT.

The increased presence of oxygen in the blood circulation and tissues following HBOT may help to provide oxygen to areas of the brain that have reduced blood supply due to damage and edema following a TBI. In an acute rat model of moderate TBI, edema was shown to be decreased in the hippocampus following 2 weeks of HBOT. This was also associated with improved spatial learning and memory.[@b66-ndt-12-2689] This benefit is most likely to be seen in treating acute TBI, since in a chronic patient, hypoxia and edema are likely to have stabilized and so the effect of HBOT may be negligible in this regard. Therefore, any improvements seen in the treatment of acute TBI are not likely to translate to chronic TBI (and vice versa).

Many animal studies are considering acute TBI/PTSD, while the majority of the clinical trials in [Table 1](#t1-ndt-12-2689){ref-type="table"} are chronic studies. In addition, a large number of the animal studies do not distinguish between mild, moderate, and severe TBI, which makes their interpretation with regard to clinical translation difficult. It is impossible to use the GCS in animals; therefore, a different measure such as the size of injury (or size of impact used to generate injury) is required to determine the injury classification. This is further compounded by the various forms of available injury models that are reviewed by Xiong et al.[@b67-ndt-12-2689] Despite these pitfalls, in the next section, possible mechanisms of action for HBOT to work in the treatment of TBI/PTSD are discussed.

Possible mechanisms of action
=============================

There are a number of theories as to why HBOT could be beneficial ranging from restoration of oxygen supply, stem cell migration, alleviation of inflammation, inhibition of apoptosis, modulation of cerebral blood flow and brain metabolism, and promotion of angiogenesis and neurogenesis (reviewed by Ding et al and Liu et al).[@b68-ndt-12-2689],[@b69-ndt-12-2689] One of the most likeliest modes of action would be restoration of the oxygen supply to previously deprived areas, although of course if the region has been deprived for too long, then the oxygen would not be able to get to the damaged site, unless angiogenesis was also triggered to ensure that blood flow (and hence the oxygen) reached the damaged area or its close surroundings. In the chronic situation, it is possible that no cells remain in the damaged area and so increased blood flow/oxygen is unlikely to be beneficial, although the suggestion of "idling neurons" within the ischemic penumbra may mean that this is not necessarily the case.[@b70-ndt-12-2689] Oxygen can diffuse \~100--200 μm within tissues; hence, a localized supply is necessary.[@b69-ndt-12-2689] Since oxygen is an important component of the final step of the electron transport chain, restoration of oxygen to tissues will facilitate energy (adenosine triphosphate) production within the mitochondria of cells -- if they are still viable (reviewed by Sjoberg and Singer).[@b32-ndt-12-2689] Following TBI, the cells within the injury are metabolically dysfunctional, which is often shown by mitochondrial impairment that can lead to apoptosis.[@b71-ndt-12-2689] Several studies have already shown that HBOT modifies apoptosis, and it may therefore also affect the mitochondria. In an acute rat model of TBI, the substantial loss of mitochondrial transmembrane potential was reversed by HBOT. Increased survival of perilesional neurons was also observed, along with significantly reduced activities of both caspase 3 and 9.[@b72-ndt-12-2689] Mitochondrial changes have also been observed in PTSD with the evidence of gene dysregulation in human patients and mitochondrial-induced apoptosis in the hippocampus and dorsal raphe.[@b73-ndt-12-2689]--[@b79-ndt-12-2689] Mitochondrial dysfunction in wobbler mice was also improved by HBOT.[@b80-ndt-12-2689] In contrast to the aforementioned studies, Weber et al demonstrated in vitro using Jurkat T cells that HBOT induced apoptosis in a mitochondrially dependent fashion.[@b81-ndt-12-2689] This disparity may relate to it being an in vitro study and/or because only one cell type (Jurkat T cells) was investigated. These studies suggest that HBOT can influence the mitochondria and restore the energy imbalance that occurs following injury. An early study by Holbach et al demonstrated restoration of the cerebral energy balance with glycolysis occurring at almost normal levels.[@b82-ndt-12-2689] A blast-induced TBI model in rabbits demonstrated increased local neuron metabolism, reduced edema, reduced inflammation, and maintenance of the BBB following HBOT.[@b83-ndt-12-2689] Several studies suggest that HBOT can stimulate the homing and differentiation of circulating stem cells culminating in neovascularization with regard to wound healing (reviewed by Sjoberg and Singer and Ding et al),[@b32-ndt-12-2689],[@b68-ndt-12-2689] and a similar process could occur within the brain. Inflammation can be both beneficial and detrimental depending on the circumstances and time frame, and HBOT has been shown to reduce the infiltration of neutrophils to the damaged site. An inhibitory action on cyclooxygenase 2 signaling which normally promotes inflammation via cytokines has also been observed along with the suppression of matrix metalloproteinase 9 induction, an enzyme critical to both normal and detrimental tissue remodeling (reviewed by Ding et al).[@b68-ndt-12-2689] Inhibitory effects on the activation of microglia and proliferation of astrocytes by TBI have also been observed following HBOT (reviewed by Ding et al).[@b68-ndt-12-2689] Two hours after TBI, HBOT in Sprague Dawley rats was demonstrated to improve neurological function, reduce apoptosis and inflammatory cytokines, as well as inhibit the Toll-like receptor 4/nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells pathway that is activated by TBI.[@b84-ndt-12-2689] During TBI, the integrity of the blood--brain barrier (BBB) is frequently impaired (reviewed by Shetty et al).[@b85-ndt-12-2689] Although some studies suggest that the BBB is impaired by HBOT,[@b86-ndt-12-2689] a number of other studies suggest that BBB integrity following injury is maintained by HBOT.[@b83-ndt-12-2689],[@b87-ndt-12-2689] An increased density of blood vessels, which correlated with improved spatial learning, was observed in rats modeling a chronic TBI (as a result of a focal cortical weight drop impact) following treatment with HBOT.[@b88-ndt-12-2689] This suggests that HBOT may promote angiogenesis, and this is further supported by a retrospective clinical study that demonstrated significant increases in cerebral blood flow, cerebral blood volume, and the global cognitive scores following HBOT of 10 chronic TBI patients.[@b89-ndt-12-2689] In addition, levels of excitotoxic metabolites such as glutamate, pyruvate, and lactate seem to be reduced following HBOT.[@b32-ndt-12-2689],[@b90-ndt-12-2689],[@b91-ndt-12-2689] Yang et al showed in rats that HBOT after TBI led to an inhibition of hippocampal cell apoptosis and a reduction in BBB dysfunction and hypoxia-inducible factor 1 expression, although no behavioral analysis was performed to show that these changes led to functional improvements.[@b92-ndt-12-2689] Efrati et al demonstrated that HBOT of chronic stroke patients led to the restoration of brain activity, as detected by SPECT, in brain areas that had previously exhibited very low activity, and this coincided with the functional improvements, suggesting the induction of neuroplasticity.[@b93-ndt-12-2689]

Although there are some evidences for decreased nitric oxide production (as indicated by global arginine bioavailability) in male PTSD patients,[@b94-ndt-12-2689] the ability of HBOT to counteract this is unclear. Some studies suggest that HBOT may enhance endothelial nitric oxide synthase expression, but reduce inducible nitric oxide synthase activity and likely inflammation, though not all HBOT studies agree on this.[@b95-ndt-12-2689]--[@b100-ndt-12-2689] Conversely, an increase in neuronal nitric oxide activity has been seen in TBI,[@b101-ndt-12-2689] and so inhibition of nitric oxide synthase by HBOT could be useful in treating TBI.[@b102-ndt-12-2689] Nitric oxide may also influence the BBB since inducible nitric oxide synthase-generated nitric oxide from perivascular macrophages seems to maintain the integrity of the BBB with regard to inflammatory cells through a negative feedback loop, while a second study suggests that endothelial nitric oxide synthase may help restore integrity during periods of permeability, although it has no effect under normal conditions.[@b103-ndt-12-2689],[@b104-ndt-12-2689] Several other studies suggest that the increased nitric oxide expression coupled with peroxynitrite production (a metabolite of nitric oxide formed after reacting with superoxide molecules, the production of which could be a potential side effect of excessive HBOT) facilitates BBB dysfunction in stroke and TBI.[@b105-ndt-12-2689]--[@b107-ndt-12-2689] Excessive peroxynitrite production reduces the amount of freely available nitric oxide that can react with glutathione to generate S-nitrosoglutathione an anti-inflammatory antioxidant.[@b101-ndt-12-2689] Since HBOT may increase the presence of antioxidants such as glutathione (reviewed by Ding et al)[@b68-ndt-12-2689] and inhibit neuronal nitric oxide, it may thus promote the generation of S-nitrosoglutathione in preference to the toxic peroxynitrite molecule. The precise effects of HBOT on nitric oxide production may therefore be of interest so as to determine whether this could be a potentially beneficial mode of action for HBOT in the treatment of PTSD and TBI.

Many of the mechanisms of action mentioned earlier essentially culminate in a more favorable environment for cell survival. This includes the reduction of inflammation and reactive glia as well as promotion of angiogenesis and restoration of energy reserves.[@b108-ndt-12-2689],[@b109-ndt-12-2689] Under these conditions, replacement of dying or dead neural cells is also a possible mechanism of action, and therefore, the effect of HBOT on neurogenesis in treating TBI/PTSD could also be investigated since, as previously mentioned, HBOT potentiates astrocyte proliferation. Although neurogenesis does not necessarily culminate in mature cell integration, the immature cells generated during the process can secrete factors that will further promote survival and contribute to a favorable environment for repair. Lin et al reported observing decreased inflammation and increased angiogenesis and neurogenesis in rats with TBI (by fluid percussion injury) following 3 days of 2×1 h 2.0 ATA HBOT exposure, as determined by decreased brain myeloperoxidase activity, bromodeoxyuridine endothelial cells, and vascular endothelial growth factor-labeled cells, and bromodeoxyuridine and neuronal nuclei (NeuN) co-labeled cells, respectively.[@b109-ndt-12-2689] Alternatively, evidence of neurogenesis could be demonstrated by considering doublecortin expression as a marker of the generation of new immature neurons following HBOT. In a long-term study (3 weeks of HBOT), neurological improvement, increased neurogenesis, and bone marrow stem cell homing to the infarcted area were observed in rats modeling an ischemic stroke.[@b110-ndt-12-2689] Several studies have shown that neuroinflammation is an important component of TBI and PTSD.[@b21-ndt-12-2689],[@b22-ndt-12-2689],[@b25-ndt-12-2689],[@b111-ndt-12-2689]--[@b119-ndt-12-2689] HBOT seems to reduce different aspects of neuroinflammation in various disease models including TBI and ischemia.[@b83-ndt-12-2689],[@b108-ndt-12-2689]--[@b110-ndt-12-2689],[@b120-ndt-12-2689]--[@b126-ndt-12-2689] Vlodavsky et al[@b124-ndt-12-2689] observed a decreased apoptosis, neutrophilic infiltration (myeloperoxidase staining and hence neuroinflammation), and matrix metalloproteinase 9 expression following 6 sessions of HBOT in an acute rat model of TBI (3 h after injury). This was compared to both a no treatment and a normobaric oxygen treatment, suggesting that oxygen at increased pressure was necessary for any benefit.[@b124-ndt-12-2689] Reduced neuroinflammation (myeloperoxidase) was confirmed in another acute rat TBI model by Lin et al, as well as reduced cell loss and gliosis and stimulation of angiogenesis and neurogenesis and overproduction of the anti-inflammatory cytokine interleukin 10 (IL-10).[@b109-ndt-12-2689] The important role of IL-10 was confirmed in IL-10 knockout mice which did not show any neuroprotection by HBOT in an acute TBI model, but neuroprotection was seen in normal mice.[@b127-ndt-12-2689] Another group showed that multiple doses of HBOT were better than a single dose in ischemic rats and also showed increased IL-10, along with decreased inflammation and oxidative damage.[@b120-ndt-12-2689] In an in vitro culture of neutrophils and macrophages, exposure to HBOT increased the phagocytosis of neutrophils, particularly of cells that were apoptotic, suggesting that HBOT may promote the clearance of neutrophils and dying cells and thus modify the inflammatory response.[@b128-ndt-12-2689] Acute HBOT treatment of TBI in rats was also shown to reduce microglial activation and reactive gliosis.[@b108-ndt-12-2689],[@b123-ndt-12-2689] In addition, the expression of the group of proteins that comprise the inflammasome was also shown to be increased following TBI and reduced after subsequent HBOT.[@b121-ndt-12-2689] These studies help provide support for an important influence of HBOT over the inflammatory response in acute TBI.

A related possible mechanism of action is the involvement of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress. ER stress has been implicated in TBI with an increase in CCAAT-enhancer-binding protein homologous protein expression (CHOP) detected.[@b129-ndt-12-2689],[@b130-ndt-12-2689] ER stress has also been shown to be the cause of apoptotic cell death in the medial prefrontal cortex and hippocampus and is active in the dorsal raphe, of PTSD modeling rats.[@b131-ndt-12-2689]--[@b134-ndt-12-2689] Mitochondrial-dependent apoptosis has also been seen in these brain regions in PTSD and TBI.[@b71-ndt-12-2689]--[@b80-ndt-12-2689] Although ER stress does not seem to have been studied in the treatment of TBI or PTSD by HBOT, a rat spinal cord injury model does show overexpression of CHOP, which is reversed by HBOT.[@b135-ndt-12-2689] This may therefore be an additional mode of action for HBOT in treating TBI and PTSD, which is yet to be investigated.

Side effects of HBOT
====================

HBOT has some potential side effects. At high pressures (\>3 ATA), prolonged oxygen exposure can cause convulsions, though whether this is detrimental is under debate since the seizures abate on removal of the high pressure oxygen. Animal studies suggest that the seizures may result from increased nitric oxide synthesis.[@b98-ndt-12-2689] Fortunately, these observations are at higher pressures (3 ATA) than those being used in the study; hence, with limited exposure times (60--90 min at a time), this should reduce the likelihood of convulsions as a side effect. In animals exposed to 6 ATA, an increase in apoptotic markers within the hippocampus was observed 1 h and 7 days after seizures, while a decrease was observed in the cortex at 1 h.[@b136-ndt-12-2689] Further study showed that MRI of the hippocampus and cortex showed a small significant decrease in T2 values after HBOT which had recovered by 7 days, although contrast injection was enhanced at 7 days, suggesting that there may be delayed BBB impairment.[@b137-ndt-12-2689] Transient cognitive deficits were also observed, suggesting that potentially reversible damage does occur after HBOT-induced seizures.[@b138-ndt-12-2689]

Another potential side effect of HBOT is middle-ear barotrauma (ranging from "fullness" to rupture of the eardrum \[tympanic membrane\]). A wide incidence range has been reported, and therefore, pointers to determine who will likely suffer from middle-ear barotrauma have been investigated. Lehm and Bennett observed that if the tympanic membrane did not move during the Valsalva manoeuver (determined by otoscopy), this increased the likelihood of a patient exhibiting middle-ear barotrauma.[@b139-ndt-12-2689]

Other potential side effects include claustrophobia because of being in a confined space and rare severe side effects include progressive myopia or pulmonary dyspnea, which tend to recede after ceasing treatment.[@b140-ndt-12-2689] Wolf et al reported on the side effects in a randomized, controlled clinical trial and observed negligible incidences of side effects including headache, nausea, or numbness.[@b141-ndt-12-2689] This suggests that under short repetitive periods of HBOT, side effects are normally minor, and therefore the therapy is safe. The clinical trials reported in [Table 1](#t1-ndt-12-2689){ref-type="table"} seem to support this conclusion.

Current and future directions
=============================

Although females are in general more likely to suffer from PTSD than males,[@b142-ndt-12-2689] a study of post-deployment veterans suggested women were less likely to suffer from PTSD, but more likely to suffer from depression or a different anxiety disorder.[@b143-ndt-12-2689] It is worth noting that the size of the male population was 18 times greater than the female population examined in this study (11,951 vs 654), which may be contributing to the findings. Gender differences in depression and facial allodynia in a mTBI animal model have also been reported recently,[@b144-ndt-12-2689] but we feel that initially studying male mice will help to eliminate uncontrolled variables such as hormonal changes, which could affect their recovery and thus increase variability in the results. The need to perform this in females at a later stage is however clear. A CCI model will be used to induce TBI. The left frontoparietal cortex will be impacted for 150 ms by a 3-mm pneumatically operated metal impactor at 6 m/s to a depth of 1--2 mm (moderate to severe TBI), while sham-treated rats will only receive a craniectomy as previously described.[@b25-ndt-12-2689],[@b145-ndt-12-2689]--[@b151-ndt-12-2689] TBI will be confirmed behaviorally using the elevated body swing test, rotorod, and Bederson's neurological scoring scale, as well as histologically using hematoxylin and eosin staining of the cortex after sacrifice. The expected induction of PTSD in at least 20%--30% of the rats (based on similar occurrences in humans undergoing TBI) will be tested using the elevated plus maze and the acoustic startle response which encompass the proposed cutoff behavioral criteria (CBC) model for PTSD described by Cohen et al[@b27-ndt-12-2689] and use of the social interaction test. The CBC model characterizes the animals' response as either extreme behavioral response (clearly PTSD), minimal behavioral response (comparatively normal), or partial behavioral response (an intermediate degree of PTSD symptoms) depending on the degree of behavioral disruption.[@b27-ndt-12-2689],[@b152-ndt-12-2689]

All the clinical studies mentioned previously involved multiple exposures to HBOT, and this was also used in several animal studies,[@b92-ndt-12-2689],[@b109-ndt-12-2689],[@b153-ndt-12-2689] hence, a single versus multiple exposure (≥3) to HBOT (1.5 ATA for 90 min) will initially be performed immediately after TBI. The optimal exposure determined from the single versus multiple dosing will then be repeated in separate animals 0, 14, or 28 days after TBI, because the timing of the treatment is also likely to be very important.[@b92-ndt-12-2689],[@b153-ndt-12-2689] This is of course also significant with regard to treating acute or chronic TBI. Yang et al compared three different time points (early, delayed, and both early and delayed treatment) and found that the combined treatment was the most effective, followed by the early treatment.[@b92-ndt-12-2689] Therefore, both acute and chronic treatment should also be investigated. Behavioral testing will be performed at baseline (ie, prior to TBI) and 1, 7, and 14 days after TBI/HBOT in the first group with sacrifice after 14 days for histological evaluation. The second group will undergo weekly behavioral testing up to 56 days after TBI before sacrifice.

At the levels of HBOT that are being used, neither pulmonary oxygen toxicity nor central nervous system oxygen toxicity are expected, because any oxidative stress induced by the higher oxygen concentration will be offset by the concomitant enhancement of antioxidants over the short time period of exposure (reviewed by Ding et al).[@b68-ndt-12-2689] Long-term exposure to HBOT is however more likely to result in uncontrolled oxidative stress due to the continued presence of oxygen-free radicals and hence pulmonary and/or central nervous system toxicity.

Although we initially propose to study male animals acutely after TBI, both chronic TBI and females will be considered for later studies since some evidence of benefit against chronic TBI has been observed in some clinical trials[@b41-ndt-12-2689],[@b154-ndt-12-2689] and there is a suggestion of an increased likelihood of PTSD in females.[@b144-ndt-12-2689] These future studies will allow us to determine the optimal time frame for the treatment and whether there are gender differences. Interestingly, Li et al reported that HBOT preconditioning prior to coronary artery bypass graft surgery afforded neuroprotection,[@b155-ndt-12-2689] while Ohguri et al saw decreased white matter injury in patients who were preconditioned with HBOT before stereotactic radio-surgery for brain metastases.[@b156-ndt-12-2689] HBOT preconditioning also seems to be beneficial in reducing the infarct size in animal models of stroke,[@b157-ndt-12-2689] reducing neural apoptosis after spinal cord injury[@b158-ndt-12-2689] and ischemia.[@b159-ndt-12-2689] A recent study demonstrated that HBOT preconditioning may modify neuroinflammation by altering the microglial activity in an animal model of intracerebral hemorrhage.[@b126-ndt-12-2689] One study considered HBOT preconditioning in TBI-treated rats at high altitude, and improvements in neurological function and decreased matrix metalloproteinase 9 expression were observed.[@b160-ndt-12-2689] Reduced anxiety and cognitive impairment were also observed in rats modeling PTSD that had been preconditioned by HBOT.[@b161-ndt-12-2689] These studies therefore suggest that HBOT preconditioning may have therapeutic potential against TBI/PTSD; hence, this should also be explored. Determining how soon prior to injury preconditioning is necessary would be important to find the possible clinical application of this therapy. Treating soldiers before they enter the combat zone may be able to offer them some protection against blast-induced TBI and/or PTSD. Ideally, HBOT would be performed away from the site of action to ameliorate a potentially explosive situation. For the same reason, a chronic TBI therapy would be preferred to an acute TBI therapy, although logistically it could be possible to treat soldiers either prophylactically or immediately following injury close to the combat zone.

Conclusion
==========

There is considerable evidence for some beneficial effects of HBOT in treating TBI or PTSD in animal models, although this does not seem to have translated well to human clinical trials. This may relate to problems with appropriate controls and other factors rather than a lack of efficacy. It is therefore timely to perform HBOT in an animal study of TBI and PTSD to determine an optimal treatment regime and whether a possible mode of action is that it influences neurogenesis and inflammation. Prophylactic use may also be of benefit to help minimize TBI damage in our troops from IEDs.
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Clinical trials using hyperbaric oxygen therapy for the treatment of brain injury or psychological disorders

  Clinical trial identifier                                                      Sponsor                                                                         Study type       Disease-specific treatment                                                                              Planned enrollment   Age (years)          Timing                                                                                                                                                          Follow-up                             Status
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Acute severe TBI**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  NCT00170352                                                                    Minneapolis Medical Research Foundation                                         Ph2-R-OL         Acute severe TBI                                                                                        80                   16--65               3×1.5 ATA +3 h 100% O~2~ at 1.0 ATA vs no treatment                                                                                                             6 months                              Completed; potential therapeutic efficacy, reduced mortality[@b38-ndt-12-2689]
  NCT02407028                                                                    Minneapolis Medical Research Foundation                                         Ph2-R-OL         Acute severe brain injury                                                                               200                  16--65               ≥5×2.0 ATA (no NBH), 2.5 ATA (no NBH), 1.5 ATA + NBH, 2.0 ATA + NBH, 2.5 ATA + NBH, 2/day 1.5 ATA, 2/day 2.0 ATA, 2/day 2.5 ATA, 2/day 1.5 ATA + NBH, control   6 months                              Not open for recruitment
  **Chronic mild to severe TBI**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  NCT00594503                                                                    Harch                                                                           Ph1-NR-OL        Chronic mild, moderate, or severe TBI (+SPECT brain imaging and neuropsychological cognitive testing)   45                   Children to adult    NP                                                                                                                                                              NP                                    Recruiting
  NCT01847755                                                                    Jupiter Medical Center                                                          Ph1/2-NR-OL      Chronic mild to severe TBI                                                                              100                  ≥18                  120×1.5 ATA/60 min                                                                                                                                              3 months                              Recruiting
  NCT02452619                                                                    Assaf-Harofeh Medical Center                                                    PH1-NR-OL        Chronic mild to severe TBI + MRIs                                                                       30                   ≥18                  50--70×1.5 ATA/60 min                                                                                                                                           3 months                              Recruiting by invitation
  NCT00592891                                                                    Harch                                                                           Ph1-NR-OL        Oxygen toxicity in chronic brain injury                                                                 45                   Pediatric to adult   NP                                                                                                                                                              NP                                    Recruiting
  **Chronic mild to moderate TBI/PTSD**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  NCT00760734                                                                    Harch                                                                           Ph1-NR-OL        Chronic mild to moderate TBI/PCS/PTSD                                                                   30                   18--65               40 or 80×1.5 ATA/60 min; 2× day                                                                                                                                 30 days to 6 months after last dose   Completed; preliminary data (16 male patients), safe and improves symptoms, etc.; based on 5-day follow-up[@b40-ndt-12-2689]
  NCT01105962                                                                    International Hyperbaric Medical Foundation/Harch                               Ph1-NR-OL        Chronic mild to moderate TBI/PCS/PTSD                                                                   133--1,000           18--65               40, 60, 80 at 1.5 ATA                                                                                                                                           2 years                               Stopped by sponsor/IRB (funding issues)
  NCT00810615                                                                    San Antonio Military Medical Center                                             Ph1/2-R-SB (s)   Chronic mild to moderate TBI                                                                            50                   19--60               30×(3×2.4 ATA/30 min +2.4 ATA air/10 min) vs 30× air at \<1.3 ATA/120 min                                                                                       6 weeks                               Completed; no reported results
  **Chronic mild TBI**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  NCT00830453                                                                    Intermountain Health Care                                                       Ph2-NR-OL        Chronic mild brain injury (TBI/stroke/anoxia) (GCS ≥13)                                                 60                   18--80               60×1.5 ATA/60 min                                                                                                                                               Up to 6 months                        Completed; safe and feasible; no clinically important improvement, though patients say otherwise[@b41-ndt-12-2689]
  NCT01126515                                                                    Intermountain Health Care, Inc.                                                 Ph2-NR-OL        Chronic mild brain injury (GCS ≥13)                                                                     20                   18--80               60×1.5 ATA/60 min                                                                                                                                               2 weeks                               Completed; no reported results
  NCT00715052                                                                    Assaf-Harofeh Medical Center                                                    Ph1-R-SB(i)      Chronic mild TBI                                                                                        60                   \>16                 40×1.5 ATA/60 min or no treatment (control crosses over after follow-up)                                                                                                                              Completed; safe and feasible, cognitive improvements observed[@b42-ndt-12-2689]
  NCT01220713                                                                    Virginia Commonwealth University                                                Ph2-R-DB         Chronic mild TBI (due to blast injury)                                                                  60                   19--60               40×1.5 ATA (75% O~2~)/60 min, 40×2 ATA/60 min, 40× sham-air of 10.5% O~2~/60 min; all performed at 2 ATA                                                        Up to 3 months                        Completed; no reported results
  NCT01611194                                                                    US Army Medical Research and Materiel Command                                   Ph2-R-DB         Chronic mild TBI                                                                                        72                   18--65               40×1.5 ATA/60 min or 1.2 ATA (21% O~2~)/60 min                                                                                                                  4 years                               Not currently recruiting
  **Chronic mild TBI and PTSD**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  NCT01306968                                                                    US Army Medical Research and Materiel Command                                   Ph2-R-DB         Chronic mild TBI/PCS/PTSD                                                                               79                   18--65               40×1.5 ATA/60 min or 1.2 ATA (25% O~2~)/60 min or no intervention (PCS or \[PTSD but no TBI\])                                                                  70 days                               Completed; male bias; no difference between 1.2 ATA (25% O~2~) and 1.5 ATA, both improved compared to no new intervention groups[@b57-ndt-12-2689]
  NCT01986205                                                                    Intermountain Health Care, Inc.                                                 Ph2-R-DB         Chronic mild TBI/PCS                                                                                    90                   18--60               40×1.5 ATA/60 min vs 1.2 ATA (air) vs 1.0 ATA (air)                                                                                                             12 months                             Not open for recruitment
  NCT02089594                                                                    Louisiana State University/Harch                                                Ph3-R-SB(i)      Chronic mild TBI/PCS                                                                                    100                  18--65               40×1.5 ATA/60 min vs no HBOT (control group will receive HBOT after follow-up)                                                                                  2 months                              Recruiting
  **Other brain disorders including CO poisoning, cerebral palsy, and autism**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  NCT00596180                                                                    Harch                                                                           Ph1-NR-OL        Chronic CO poisoning + SPECT                                                                            40                   NP                   NP                                                                                                                                                              NP                                    Recruiting
  NCT00290186                                                                    Dayton Children's Hospital                                                      Ph1-R-DB         Cerebral palsy                                                                                          49                   3--8                 40×1.5 ATA/60 min vs 1.5 ATA (14% O~2~)/60 min                                                                                                                  6 months                              Stopped by sponsor; no benefit observed[@b56-ndt-12-2689]
  NCT01925963                                                                    Intermountain Health Care, Inc./US Army Medical Research and Materiel Command   Ph1-NR-OL        Normal patients to act as normative datasets                                                            75                   18--65               No treatment                                                                                                                                                    6 months                              Not currently recruiting
  NCT00324909                                                                    International Hyperbarics Association                                           Ph1-NR-OL        Autism                                                                                                  18                   2--18                40×1.5 ATA/45 min vs 40×1.3 ATA (24% O~2~)/45 min                                                                                                               10 weeks                              Completed; male bias; both groups showed reduced inflammation and improvement[@b52-ndt-12-2689]
  NCT00335790                                                                    International Hyperbarics Association                                           Ph1-R-DB         Autism                                                                                                  60                   2--7                 40×1.3 ATA (24% O~2~)/1 h vs 40×1.03 ATA (21% O~2~)/1 h                                                                                                         4 weeks                               Completed; significant improvements observed[@b51-ndt-12-2689]
  NCT00406159                                                                    Thoughtful House                                                                Ph1-R-OL         Autism                                                                                                  30                   2--10                40×1.3 ATA (24% O~2~)/90 min                                                                                                                                    5 months                              Completed; no consistent effects on the behavior of 16 patients[@b63-ndt-12-2689]
  NCT00670891                                                                    Vachira Phuket Hospital                                                         Ph1-NR-OL        Autism                                                                                                  7                    5--9                 10×1.3 ATA                                                                                                                                                      1 month                               Completed; 75% of patients showed improvement in five domains[@b62-ndt-12-2689]
  NCT00263367                                                                    International Child Development Center                                          Ph1-NR-OL        Autism                                                                                                  10                   5--12                1.3 ATA for 60 min; levels of blood glutathione and lipid peroxides measured before and after                                                                   1 h                                   Completed; no reported results
  NCT00584480                                                                    University of California, San Francisco                                         Ph3-NR-OL        Autism                                                                                                  10                   3--8                 2×40×1.5 ATA/60 min                                                                                                                                             20 weeks                              Completed; 2-point increase in CGI-I scale[@b61-ndt-12-2689]
  NCT02085330                                                                    Assaf-Harofeh Medical Center                                                    Ph1-R-SB(o)      Mild cognitive impairment/vascular subcortical ischemia                                                 60                   65--90               2 ATA/90 min vs standard treatment; crossover                                                                                                                   3 months                              Recruiting
  **HBOT for preconditioning**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  NCT008177791                                                                   Xijing Hospital                                                                 Ph1-R-SB(c)      HBOT preconditioning against brain/heart injury during CABG surgery                                     49 (male)            \<80                 70 min for 5 days before coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG)                                                                                                 7 days                                Completed, cerebral and cardiac protection observed after on-pump CABG[@b155-ndt-12-2689]

**Note:** Unless stated otherwise ATA is at 100% oxygen.

**Abbreviations:** Ph1, Phase 1; Ph2, Phase 2; NR, nonrandomized; R, randomized; OL, open label; SB, single blind; (i), investigator; (s), subject; (c), caregiver; (o), outcome assessor; DB, double-blind; TBI, traumatic brain injury; GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography; PCS, persistent concussive syndrome; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; NP, not provided; ATA, absolute atmospheres; NBH, normobaric hyperoxia (high oxygen exposure at normal air pressure); CGI-I, Clinical Global Impression Scale -- Improvement; h, hours; min, minutes.
